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Seven arrested in BG 
on narcotics charges 
Hra station located en University tide of tracks. 
Budget Council turns down 
BGSU fire station proposal 
ByPatDw.kl 
A proposal to build * University 
(ire station east of the railroad 
tracks was turned down by the 
Budget Council at its November 17 
meeting. 
J. Claude Scheuerman. vice 
president for operations, sponsored 
the proposal, which was defeated 3- 
S. 
The city's main fire station is 
located west of the railroad tracks, 
although a station operated by one 
man and including one pumper is on 
the University side of the tracks. 
HOWEVER, Scheuerman said the 
two stations are insufficient as far 
as the University ii concerned, since 
equipment from the main station 
could be delayed because of a train. 
"The fire won't stop for a train," 
he said "Even a few minutes can be 
absolutely crucial.'' 
Last spring a fire broke out in the 
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity house. The 
city's emergency vehicles were 
delayed when a train temporarily 
blocked all crossings. 
The proposed station would have 
been built east of the tracks next to 
the University's art annex, formerly 
the site of the Henry Manufacturing 
Co. 
It would have included a 
reticulated boom truck, a pumper, 
and an emergency vehicle, as well 
as living and operating quarters for 
six regular firemen working two- 
man shifts. 
SCHEUERMAN said the 
University has become 
"increasingly concerned" over the 
fire protection problem   However. 
hopes that the state would finance 
construction of a fire station or s 
fire training station convinced the 
council to delay action. 
Originally, the state proposed 
construction of four fire training 
stations, including one in Bowling 
Green "which would have solved our 
problem," Scheuerman said 
However, recent legislation has 
cut the number to one, to be located 
in central Ohio. 
The administration is also hoping 
the state will approve a proposal to 
give the University $2 for every 
student registered-about $30.000--to 
cover costs of fire protection 
services. 
The defeated proposal will now go 
back to President Hollis A. Moore 
Jr. and the Board of Trustees for 
further investigation. 
By Harold Browa 
Atst. Maaagiag Editor 
Seven persons, including four students, 
arrested Tuesday night on narcotics 
charges were arraigned in Bowling 
Green Municipal Court late yesterday 
afternoon. 
All those charged entered pleas of not 
guilty and all cases were continued to 
Dec 21 in Wood County Common Pleas 
Court. Judge H. Richard Dunipace also 
lowered bond in each case. 
The seven were arrested by officials 
from the office of the Wood County 
Prosecutor, the Metro Narcotics Unit, 
the Bowling Green Police Department 
and the Bureau of Criminal 
Identification and Investigation, in a raid 
at 428 N. Prospect St. 
Charged with possession for sale of 
marijuana is Susan C. Bethany, 20.of 415 
\ Main St Apt. B. At the arraignment 
bond was lowered from $10,000 to $1,000 
and she is now free on bond. 
CHARGED WITH possession for sale 
of marijuana and LSD are Robert Max 
Church Jr., 22. senior (BAI and Peter J. 
Nestor. 21. senior lA&S)  Both reside at 
42$ N. Prospect St. 
Bond in each case was lowered from 
$10,000 to $1,000 by Judge Dunipace 
Nestor is free on bond and Church 
remains in the Wood County Jail. 
Charged with possession of marijuana 
are Jeffery P. Jewett, 21. senior lEdl of 
119 Thurstin Manor Apts; Kevin P. 
Sullivan. 19. of 12018 Middleton Pike, 
Bowling Green; John Ress. 21,of 428 N 
Prospect St.. and Lynn Robinson 21. 
junior (A&S | also of 428 N Prospect St 
Jewett is free on $500 bond while 
Robinson, Ress and Sullivan are free on 
$300 bond. Bond in each case was 
lowered from $1,000. 
The arrests came when two separate 
purchases of the hallucinogens were 
made from the residences and search 
warrants were obtained by police. 
CONFISCATED in the raid were water 
pipes, brass fittings, copper coil pipes 
and several sets of scales. Tentatively 
identified as hallucinogens were at least 
five bags of assorted pills and several 
bags of a green vegetable material and 
seeds. 
Joseph G.M  vill..ii is serving as legal 
counsel for the seven. He is also one of 
the attorneys defending the students 
arrested for disrupting the ROTC 
Review last May 18. 
In a related matter, narcotics charges 
against a student and a former student 
have been dropped following a ruling by 
the Ohio Supreme Court early in the 
week which stopped prosecution in the 
cases 
Charges of manufacturing a 
hallucinogen, possession for sale of a 
hallucinogen and prohibited use of a 
dwelling against Eric Furry, senior 
I A&S Land possession of narcotics and 
prohibited use of a dwelling against 
Charles Cohn. a June '71 graduate of the 
University, were dropped Monday in 
Wood County Common Pleas Court as a 
result of that ruling. 
ASSISTANT PROSECUTING Attorney 
Robert W. Maurer said the charges 
against the two were dropped after the 
Ohio Supreme Court refused to hear an 
appeal filed by the prosecution 
The request for an appeal was filed on 
a Sixth District Court of Appeals 
decision which overturned the two 
convictions 
Kent trials continue 
Defendant pleads guilty 
RAVENNA (API-Larry Shub pleaded 
guilty to first degree riot yesterday for 
his role in Kent State University dis- 
orders while he was a student there In 
May 1970. 
Charges of second degree riot and 
attempting to bum an equipment shed 
near a campus tennis court are to be dis- 
missed by Portage County Common 
Pleas Court Judge Edwin W. Jones. 
Shub, 20. of Cleveland Heights, was 
released on $4,000 bond. Sentencing was 
delayed pending a probation report. 
THE CHARGES against Shub. who 
entered the guilty plea at the start of his 
trial, stemmed from disorders on the 
Kent campus the night of May 2. 1970, 
when a ROTC building was burned to the 
ground. 
Two days later four KSU students were 
fatally wounded by Ohio National Guard 
troops who opened fire on a group of 
rock-throwing anti-war demonstrators. 
Prosecutors recommended that Judge 
Jones dismiss the other two charges 
after Shub pleaded guilty to the first- 
degree riot charge. Jury selections had 
been scheduled to get underway today 
for Shub s trial 
A court spokesman said former 
student Richard Felber, 21, of Akron, 
and    former    student    Mary    Helen 
Nicholas. 20, of Kent, will be tried next, 
but that neither trial will begin until 
Monday. 
FELBER, who was indicted while he 
was in the county jail on drug charges, is 
charged with first-degree riot, attempt- 
ing to burn property, striking a fireman 
at the scene of the ROTC building fire. 
He is to be tried before Judge Albert 
Caris 
Ms. Nicholas, who is to be tried before 
Judge Jones, surrendered last Oct. 21 
after being indicted on a charge of inter- 
fering with firemen at the scene of a fire. 
University views hiring policy 
By Chris Flowers 
Staff Reporter 
The University is conducting a study to 
determine whether or not its hiring 
practices comply with federal 
employment standards. 
The University must be able to prove it 
meets government standards for equal 
employment, according to Dr. George 
Herman, vice provost for instruction and 
instructional services. 
The 1968 Civil Rights Act requires all 
institutions receiving aminimumamount 
of federal funds to provide equal 
employment without discrimination 
based on race, religion, sex or national 
origin. 
Because the University is considered a 
government contractor, it must be able 
to furnish the Department of Health. 
Education and Welfare (HEW) records 
within 30 days of notification proving 
compliance with the law. 
DR. HERMAN SAID if an institution 
does not have the necessary records, it 
must have a program of affirmative 
action which includes plans to remedy 
the situation. 
"if employment records or a plan for 
affirmative action can not be provided, 
the University faces loss of federal 
monies," Dr. Herman said. 
John Hayes, director of personnel 
services, brought the need for an 
affirmative action plan to the attention 
of the administration. 
Dr. Herman. Hayes and Dr. Greer 
Litton Fox. chairwoman of the Ad Hoc 
Committee  on   the Status  of   Women 
attended the College and University 
Personnel Association workshop on 
affirmative action. 
The session resulted in the formation 
of the Committee for Affirmative 
Action. The results of its study are 
expected sometime winter quarter. 
ONE REQUIREMENT OF the law 
requires all University departments to 
keep complete records on every job 
applicant. 
Records must show how many 
employees and applicants in each job 
classification are women, black, Indian 
and Chicano. These figures are 
compared to the population of the 
geographical area from which various 
employees are hired. 
"In the case of food service workers, 
the area would be Wood County, and for 
Army colonel gives testimony 
concerning ROTC contracts 
Colonel Roger L. Ranck. an officer 
from First Army headquarters in Fort 
Meade. Maryland, testified yesterday at 
the ROTC hearings in the Taf i Room. 
Colonel Ranck was the first in a series 
of military officers and government 
attorneys who are to speak at the 
hearings. 
Though the meetings are private, the 
Colonel said after the session that be 
spoke in general on interpretation of 
ROTC con tracts as they concern both the 
university and the government. 
"THERE ABE certain requirements 
of public law as 'ar as the ROTC 
program u> concerned. At the meeting I 
tried to clarify these requirements for 
the committee." be said. 
The committee consists of the 
Curriculum Committee, members of the 
Student Body Organization and 
Academic Council and representatives 
from the provost's office, who have 
attended the hearings since their 
beginning on Nov. 3. 
Colonel Ranck further commented 
after his portion of the hearing that the 
Men behind ROTC is that of a citizen- 
soldier concept. He said ROTC allows 
the Army to draw from a broad-based 
croaa section of the population 
"TV decision as to whether each 
university   shall   maintain   a   ROTC 
program rests solely with the particular 
school and its governing body," he said. 
HE ADDED it is up to the individual 
university as to whether or not it should 
allow its students to decide on the issue. 
"Other military branches have tried 
ROTC courses off campus and found it 
non-productive." said the Colonel. "We 
would hate to see any further elimination 
of the program on campuses. 
Colonel Ranck said present law calls 
for a mutual military-university ROTC 
program agreement, which be attempted 
to dearly outline in yesterday's 
bearings. 
faculty members, it could probably be 
the entire nation." Dr. Herman said. 
The requirements cover more than 
hiring practices. Since the University Is 
a government contractor, all University 
contractors are in turn considered 
government subcontractors. Dr. 
Hermman explained. 
"All major University contractors 
must meet federal requirements, too," 
he said. 
MAJOR CONTRACTORS will 
probably be determined by the amount of 
money paid for services. A minimum 
amount would be set by each institution. 
Dr. Herman said. 
"Most firms already have affirmative 
action plans because HEW has 
investigated private corporations and 
now has turned its attentions to hospitals 
and universities," Dr. Herman said. 
Another requirement is that the 
University must provide equal 
opportunity for advancement. 
"IF AN EMPLOYER finds he has a 
great number of Chicano employees and 
no Chicano foreman because none have 
had adequate experience, the employer 
must provide training opportunities," 
Dr. Herman explained. 
"The University of Michigan was 
found to be discriminating against 
women. U of M has been a leader in the 
civil rights movement, but in this area it 
was deficient." he said. 
Although they adopted a program in 
sufficient time to avoid having their 
funds cancelled, it scared the devil out of 
the rest of us," be said. 
Even though HEW investigation is a 
strong threat, Dr. Herman said there are 
also ethical grounds for complying. 
"We don't want to deny anyone the 
opportunity for participating in 
University employment. BG has made 
excellent progress in terms of racial 
areas, but we can't afford to be satisfied 
with that. And it doesn't mean we have 
no problems." he said. 
Icy ■»<" *»P* tumble over each other on their woy to 
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Besse-Davis awaits 
environment review 
WASHINGTON (API- Construction of 
the $270 million Davis-Besse nuclear 
power plant near Port Clinton may 
continue, "pending completion of full 
environmental review." the Atomic 
Energy Commission announced 
yesterday. 
But the A EC said the decision does not 
preclude the commission from 
modifying or ending the construction 
permit or operating license. 
Permission to continue construction 
was granted by the AEC's director of 
regulations    after   receiving    written 
arguments from the licensees, the 
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. and 
the Toledo Edison Co. 
The environmental review is required 
under new AEC regulations resulting 
from the National Environmental Policy 
Act. 
Factors considered by the AEC in 
permitting continued construction, a 
spokesman said, included whether it 
would damage the environment, whether 
the design still could be changed if 
necessary after the review and the effect 
of delay in construction. 
Fog* a/The hO New., Thvndey, Oetemkor ». H71 
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food prices 
Elton Ringer, associate vice president for operations and 
financial affairs, said Monday he thought the University should 
increase prices of dormitory meals rather than pay a refund for 
unused meal coupons. 
Obviously, Ringer does not understand the situation facing 
many students living on campus 
Under the new meal coupon plan, on-campus students were 
forced to buy $160 worth of coupons whether they wanted them or 
not. 
Those who couldn't use that many in one quarter or didn't care 
to eat that much dormitory food had to either accept their loss 
graciously or sell extra coupons to others for less than what they 
originally paid 
The meal coupon plan obviously has some very serious financial 
flaws And now Ringer has compounded the problem by 
indicating he would favor increased food prices. 
iv and other members of the Food Services Evaluation 
Committee have successfully blocked implementation of a 
proposal to give a 50 per cent refund for unused meal coupons. 
Even if the committee approves the proposal when it takes its 
final (?) vote today, there is not enough time left in the quarter 
for the proposal to go through all the proper channels before it 
can be implemented. 
Not only have students lost money this quarter because of the 
plan, they now must cope with an administrator who believes "if 
anything, there should be an increase in prices rather than a 
refund." 
ban advisors 
Despite a change in the resident advisor program for this year, 
students still tend to think of RA's as policemen whose sole 
purpose is to keep residents in line and place notices on bulletin 
boards. 
Residence hall administrators are attempting to change the 
stereotype by concentrating on the counselor function of the 
resident advisor. 
Perhaps it is time all the so-called functions of an RA be 
eliminated by doing away with the position entirely. If dormitory 
residents need counselors they can go to the Counseling Center or 
call their parents. 
Why must freshmen be stereotyped as naive children who are 
incapable of existing in an University without an RA by their 
side? 
Is the job of a resident advisor to counsel or act as a liaison 
between the hall director and the students by doing the hall 
director's dirty work of putting up notices and making signs? 
The position, not the function of the resident advisor, is at 
question-and the answer is. eliminate a wasteful and obsolete 
position. 
advice shapes draft rule 
ByCvtlsW.Tarr 
Director of the Selective Service System 
The agent for progress and 
Improvement is participation. The 
Selective Service System has undergone 
many significant changes in the past two 
years. Many of the changes are directly 
attributable to the young men and 
women who participated responsibly 
during this difficult period of change. 
The new draft law and regulations 
reflect nearly two dozen significant 
changes in the system. Of the thirty-six 
suggestions put forward bv over 600 
youth advisors, eighteen have been 
implemented by law or regulation. Six 
are being studied further for possible 
future implementation. Ten were beyond 
the jurisdictional control of the Selective 
Service System and were referred to the 
Executive Branch or Congress for 
consideration. Only two were 
disapproved. 
ONE OF THE more important 
changes brought about concerned the age 
of local draft board members. The youth 
suggested lower ages and a curtailment 
of the length of service on local boards. 
Regulations previously stated that 
citizens could not be appointed to local 
boards unless they were at least 30 years 
old. They could not serve beyond their 
75th birthday or for more than 25 years. 
The new regulations and law limit 
service on local draft boards to 20 years 
and set a minimum age of 85 years. A 
minimum age of 18 has been set for 
appointment to local boards. 
In accord with our youth advisors 
recommendations, the new law 
abolished student deferments for all 
college students who were not enrolled 
HHIIIIIIIRjIRMiMiiiiRiiiiiinpiiiiaiiiRiMMnMMiaMi 
so they say 
Clarence Mitchell, director of the 
Washington, DC. chapter of the National 
Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People on Supreme Court 
nominee William Rehnquist: 
"If the people find out what the real 
Rehaqilst Is like, there will be such 
Indignation that the Senate woa't dare 
pat him on the court." 
105 S. MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
during the 1970-71 academic year. 
In other words, from now on. no more 
college deferments will be granted. But 
the law also provides that both 
undergraduate and graduate students 
who receive induction orders will have 
their inductions postponed until the end 
of their current academic term quarter, 
or semester. A student in his last 
academic year can have his induction 
postponed until the end of the school 
year, allowing him to graduate. 
IN THE PAST a system based upon 
total registration was used to apportion 
the national draft call to the state 
headquarters, who in turn apportioned 
the call to individual local draft boards. 
The new regulations removed the 
requirement to use this system and 
instead established a uniform national 
call. Now all young men in the nation 
with the same lottery numbers who are 
available will receive induction notices 
at nearly the same time. 
The new law provides a realistic move 
in this direction, permitting a young man 
appealing his classification to bring 
witnesses and present his appeal to a 
quorum of the board. The young man 
also is allowed now to make a personal 
appearance before the Senate and 
Presidential appeal boards. Further, a 
registrant can require a board to give 
him a written explanation of its denial of 
his claim. 
AMONG OUR ADVISORS were 
conscientious objectors who believed 
that they should be provided an 
opportunity to work in jobs that better 
serve the national health, interest and 
welfare. Under the old law conscientious 
objectors performing alternate civilian 
service were under the control of local 
draft boards. 
Our involvement with youth is a 
continuing activity. An informal survey, 
for example, shows that we will need to 
replace approximately one quarter of 
our local board membership because of 
the new maximum age requirements of 
the law. While the draft system will 
suffer from the loss of these dedicated 
men and women, we are eager to take 
advantage of this opportunity to replace 
them with young men and women 
reflecting the ethnic, educational and 
social backgrounds of registrants across 
the nation. 
Appointed by the President upon the 
recommendation of the state governor, 
the local board member holds, perhaps, 
the most important position in the 
Selective Service System. A young man 
or woman who might be interested in 
serving on a local board or in assuming 
other volunteer positions in the Selective 
Service System should contact the office 
of his or her governor 
Many young people are asking 
themselves these days with a greater 
degree of seriousness than was displayed 
by previous generations where their 
values lay, what activities make their 
lives meaningful, and bow they can 
better contribute to society. 
little things that count 
By Lisa Boulanger 
Copy Editor 
Thanksgiving, to the average 
American college student, is a time 
when he can take off for home for a few 
days and catch up on eight weeks' work. 
That is, if he can somehow fend off eager 
parents, assorted friends and relatives 
and umpteen football games, not to 
mention, if he happens to live in a 
snowbelt, a few hours' work. 
This year, I decided to skip all the 
hassles. I stored my books, took down 
my "Ride to Massachusetts, Please?" 
sign, cleaned house and invited my 
parents and family here. They hadn't 
been here since I was a freshman and 
their visit may have opened my eyes to a 
lot of things I've been missing for three 
years. 
Their VW bus. loaded to the roof, 
rolled into our alley about 2 a.m. 
Thursday morning. After a nickel tour of 
the Manor, as we so fondly call our 
apartment, the family settled down to 
recuperate from the long drive from 
western Massachusetts. 
HOW LONG HAS it been since you 
woke up to homemade bread for 
breakfast? Breakfast is usually one of 
those things that's sacrificed with the 
second crack on the doze alarm. Or 
dismissed in two swigs of Union coffee. 
(Thanks for the chance to have and enjoy 
a leisurely beginning to a new day.) 
In the afternoon we walked around 
campus. Brother Noel has been college- 
shopping for the past few months l.'e has 
decided to stay in the New England area 
where land space for campuses is often 
limited and he was impressed with the 
expanse of the University (Thanks for 
"breathing space'' between buildings 
and a green "inner campus.") 
My dad, the educator, was interested 
in the new buildings that have sprung up 
and what sorts of departments are 
located in each one Eric, the fifteen- 
year-old sports fanatic, pronounced the 
library an "all right" place after he 
found the latest copy of Sports 
Illustrated 
Even Clare, a skeptical thirteen, was 
awed by the "shoe-scraper" in 
Offenhauer. (Thanks for the small 
miracles of technology, often slighted, 
which make our world a nicer place to 
live.) 
BACK AT THE Manor, we sat down to 
a laden table and had turkey-and -all-the- 
fixings. Mom has brought the makings 
for pork stuffing, a French recipe that's 
a holiday tradition in my family, and 
everyone  was  hard-put  to  wait  until 
grace was said (Thanks for pride in our 
ethnic background and (he family feeling 
which brings us together in one faith:) 
No one wanted to move too far after 
dinner, but after dishes, we went to see 
"Dr. Zhivago." I had never seen the 
film, but like many depicting living 
conditions under siege, it brought to 
mind the strength man can summon in 
the face of tragedy. Would I be able to 
carry on in the wake of war in my 
country? (Thanks for never giving me 
the opportunity to have to test myself.) 
My friends had asked me what I'd do 
with my parents for all that time. It 
wasn't nearly as much of a chore as they 
imagined. We drove around Toledo and 
Detroit on Friday and then ordered 
pizza, because "you can't come to 
college without doing that." according to 
Eric. They were impressed that there 
was free delivery. (Thanks for the little 
conveniences so often taken for 
granted.) 
Saturday, we went to Woodville Mall. 
Now. I've been there several times, 
several different ways, but I'd never 
driven there. I never admit to a poor 
sense of direction though, and about 
seventy miles  later,  we .reached  the 
mall. We walked around, drifting in and 
out of shops, people-watching and 
soaking up the pre-Christmas 
atmosphere. (Thanks for the style of 
living we can enjoy in this country.) 
SUNDAY MORNING the whole crew 
was up at the crack of seven, packing for 
the twelve-hour (barring weather) trip 
home. It was a time for reflecting on the 
weekend, and a time for me to realize 1 
really don't have loo much to grumble 
about. 
I live in a relatively comfortable 
apartment (so what if you sprout icicles 
one minute and heat rash the next?). My 
education has not been nearly as bad as I 
have sometimes made it out to be (so 
what if I've had some bad professors and 
worse courses? Didn't I learn as much 
from the experience?) Friends, family, 
yes. I can be grateful. 
Dad grumbled toward the slate-colored 
sky as he climbed into the bus 
"Sure hope we don't have to shovel our 
way back into the driveway at home. Is it 
always like this out here?" 
"No Dad, it's just that weather like 
this makes you appreciate the sun all the 
more." 
Thank you for Thanksgiving time. 
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Station to get new tower 
WBGU-TV changes due 
Beginning next fall there 
will be some major changes in 
operations at WBGU-TV. 
according to Dr Duane 
Tucker, director of broad 
casting. 
Septemt>er. 1V72. is the tar- 
get date for completion of a 
1.061 foot transmitting tower 
near Deshler, approximately 
2S miles south of Bowling 
Green, Dr Tucker said 
Along with the new tower, 
the station will be operating at 
759.000 watts as Channel 57. he 
said. 
Channel 70. along with all 
other channels between 70 and 
83. will be dropped from tele- 
vision usage, instead they will 
be assigned to land mobile 
units, or vehicles that use 
nearly these same wave- 
lengths for communications, 
including police and fire units, 
cabs and trucking firms, he 
said. 
The new tower and trans- 
mitting station will be located 
four and one-half miles south 
of Deshler. with a potential 
audience for Channel 57 pro- 
gramming of about 1.5 million 
people, Dr Tucker said. 
The educational channel 
programs will be used about 
SO hours per week in 25 
schools, including those in 
Lima and some of the rural 
towns, he said. 
THE NEW TOWER trans- 
mitter will enable programs 
to be transmitted in color. All 
network shows will be in 
color. 
When the new transmitting 
facilities are ready, the 10.000- 
watt transmitter at the top of 
the Administration Bldg. will 
be deactivated. Dr. Tucker 
said. 
A new microwave tower 
will be built near the studio on 
Troupe Street to carry local 
programming from the studio 
to  the new  transmitter,  he 
said. 
The transmitter is being 
funded by legislative appro- 
priations made by the lOtlh 
General Assembly under H.B. 
531. Dr. Tucker said. It is one 
of six towers designed to pro- 
vide state-wide coverage for 
the   Educational   Television 
Network, he said. 
The Bureau of Public Works 
in Ohio will be in charge of the 
transmitter building construc- 
tion, while the tower and 
installation of the transmitter 
itself wUl be handled by pri- 
vate companies under state 
direction. Dr. Tucker said. 
N. Ireland nixes 
appeal for truce 
Forced 
exif 
Residents of Patulii, East Pakistan, 
head for open country when their 
village was ordered evacuated by the 
Mukti    Bah in i    guerrilla    force.. 
BELFAST. Northern 
Ireland (API-Irish guerrilla 
leaders and the Belfast 
government have rejected an 
appeal for a Christmas truce 
in Northern Ireland. 
Prime Minister Jack Lynch 
of the Irish Republic called 
for the holiday truce in a tele- 
vision interview Tuesday 
night. He suggested the 
removal of British troops 
from the streets of 
Londonderry and Belfast. 
John Taylor, a minister in 
the provincial Dome Affairs 
Department yesterday called 
BSU plans 
arts festival 
The black arts committee of 
the Black Student Union 
(BSU) will sponsor a festival. 
"Bahilin Yazeulu Yetiuk 
Sineu-itheh." Friday. 
The festival will include a 
talent show from 7:30 to 10:30 
p.m. in the auditorium of the 
Newman Center. 
The program will feature a 
fashion . show and 
performances by black 
students from the University. 
A dance, featuring a 
professional disc jockey, will 
be held from 10 30 pm. until 2 
a.m. in the Amani. 
All events are free and open 
to the public. 
Early next quarter the black 
arts committee is also 
planning to hold an art show 
for local black artists. A 
definite time and place will be 
announced later. 
Lynch's appeal a "crazy pro- 
posal" which was designed to 
permit the underground Irish 
Republican Army-IRA-to 
regroup its forces under cover 
of a truce. 
A   SPOKESMAN   for   the 
militant branch of the IRA 
said a truce would only be 
accepted if the provincial 
government is disbanded, all 
Ireland united and all British 
influence removed 
Violence continued. An 
elderly man was shot in the 
shoulder by a guerrilla gun- 
man for trying to toss a 
smouldering gelignite bomb 
out the window of a glass 
warehouse. Four other per- 
sons were injured by a blast in 
the warehouse. 
It was the second attack in a 
week on a glazier store, 
apparently in an effort to hall 
window repairs in the 
shattered city center. 
Police said three gunmen 
whom they identified as mem- 
bers of the IRA burst into the 
warehouse, ordered every- 
body out and planted three 
bombs. 
Proposed committeeto focus 
on town-gown relationships 
In an attempt to improve 
town-gown relationships, the 
Undergraduate Alumni 
Association i UAAI is trying to 
form a committee of students 
and city residents to discuss 
misunderstandings between 
the two groups 
All undergraduate students 
automatically become 
members of UAA when they 
enroll at the University, 
according to Jerry Fouke. 
senior < B.A. > and president of 
the organization 
Fouke said UAA serves as 
a link of communication 
among students, alumni and 
the University. 
"WE BELIEVE the student 
is a key to University 
development, and that he 
needs a vehicle to participate 
in campus affairs." he said 
"UAA serves as one vehicle at 
Bowling Green." 
UAA is directed by a council 
of 50 students representing 
each class. The Alumni 
Association annually grants 
$2,000 to the organization to 
finance its programs. 
The group publishes a 
booklet including information 
about the University and the 
city, which is given to 
freshmen during orientation. 
Fouke said UAA also 
"offers its assistance to the 
president (of the University) 
when he desires it." 
UAA  also  works  directly 
with student government 
officers to provide special 
services for the student body, 
he said. 
FOUKE SAID last year 
UAA was "influential" in 
persuading the Alumni 
Association to donate f 1,000 to 
cover costs of the Human 
Sexuality Symposium. 
UAA representatives also 
spoke to members of alumni 
clubs and prospective 
students in an attempt to 
"bring the University to 
them," he said. 
The organization also 
sponsors coffee hour meetings 
for students, faculty and 
administrators. 
Does that pizza uoix. \ust ste Peel 
yash ci doo)n (oTiK-theBottonJesspwnfe'' 
FflGLIRI'6 «oHS.n.rfn * 352-757/ 
Commuter 
space 
WJBwOjBSSai by KMrh I 
Students relax and play cards in the Commuter Center, located in the basement 
of Moieley Hall. Ms. Hazel Smith, director of the center, believes the students 
are "outgrowing" their present quarters. 
Center gets heavy use 
By Naacy Maawell 
The Commuter Center in 
the basement of Moseley Hall 
is not large enough to 
accommodate the 
University's 7.293 commuting 
students, according to Hazel 
Smith, director of the center. 
"We are overcrowded and 
want very definitely to 
enlarge the center." she said. 
"Our top seating capacity is 
200 Obviously there's not 
enough room for the more 
than 1,000 people who come in 
here every day." 
LACK OF space has forced 
both the Commuter Center 
and the Commuter 
Organization to use the same 
facilities Students who are 
unaware   of   the   difference 
between the center and the 
organization add to the 
problem, Ms. Smith said 
Although the center is open 
to all commuting students, 
regardless of classification, 
she said it tries to deal with 
out-of-town commuters first, 
since many make daily round 
trips in excess of 100 miles. 
The center includes an 
information desk, lockers, a 
lunchroom with refrigerator 
and infrared ovens, a casual 
lounge with color television, 
magazines and card tables 
and a special insulated study 
hall. 
"A large part of the success 
of the Commuter Center is 
due to the fact that students 
themselves run the show 
through    the    Commuter 
Organization." Ms. Smith 
said 
The Commuter 
Organization is composed of a 
five-member executive board 
and seven standing 
committees. 
COMMITTEES include: 
Student government, 
responsible for setting up 
elections'. 
Publications, which 
publishes the B.G. Wheels, a 
quarterly news letter; 
Cultural events, which 
arranges "special interest" 
programming; 
Social, which plans and 
carries out a minimum of one 
large social event per quarter; 
Athletic,   which   organizes 
intramural   teams   for   both 
men and women; 
Campus events, which deals 
with commuter participation 
in all-campus events: 
Facilities, which handles 
the physical management of 
the center. 
Next quarter the 
organization is planning 
coffee breaks, including rap 
sessions with members of 
state and local governments 
The Commuter Center is 
open Monday through 
Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 10 
p.m. and Friday from 7:30 
a.m. i»5|i m 
Deferment drop clarified 
Dr. Ross J. Miller, director 
of the United Christian 
Fellowship <UCF). squelched 
a rumor yesterday that said it 
would be unwise for a man 
with a low draft number in 
last year's lottery to drop his 
draft deferment. 
He said a potential draftee 
with a low lottery number in 
last year's quota but higher 
than this year's quota of 125 is 
relatively safe in dropping his 
deferment. 
Dr. Miller used an example 
of a 21-year-old senior who 
had a 2-S classification and a 
lottery number of 147. He said 
although this person was 
liable for induction in last 
year's draft, he might not be 
liable in this year's and there- 
fore would be safe to drop his 
deferment. 
"I don't want people to get 
fouled up with draft defer- 
ment-dropping. There can be 
some bad mistakes if they are 
not absolutely certain of their 
lottery numbers," he said. 
In advising men who have 
who have filed claims as con- 
scientious objectors. Dr. 
Miller urges them to remind 
the draft board of these 
claims when they drop their 
deferments. He said the draft 
board is not really concerned 
with conscientious objector 
claims until potential draftees 
drop their deferments. 
"If at some future time of 
mass mobility their numbers 
happened to come up. they 
would then assuredly be called 
to serve as conscientious 
objectors." Dr. Miller stated 
He urges men not to drop 
their deferments unless they 
were bom in 1951. 
"People who are confused 
or have questions should be 
urged to talk to counselors." 
in  Miller said. 
Draft counseling is provided 
at the UCF on Mondays and 
Wednesdays from 3-5 p.m. and 
on Thursdays evenings from 
7:30-9:30p.m. 
UAO Presents 
Mash 
Fri.. Dec. 3 
6:00,10.30 
Sat., Dec. 4 
8:00 
Admission-$1.00 
Stop The World. 
I Want To 
Get Off 
Fri., Dec. 3 
8:30 
Sat.. Dec. 4 
6:00, 10:30 
Admission Free 
Both movies shown in University Hall 
Vtonald 
McDonald 
Dells a& at 
your local 
McDonald's 
McDonalds 
1050 S. Main St. Bowling Green 
Now Featuring 
Comfortable Inside Seating 
Seasoned to taste - in the best new convenience fabrics. In the 
stripe and pattern of choice. In the collar style most flattering to 
you - and the advanced tailoring of the year. All - incorporated 
into our finest dress shirt collection. For giving - and getting for 
your own holiday plans. Stock upl 
LARGEST SELECTION OF SHIRTS 
TO WARM HIS HEART IN THIS AREA — 
WE INVITE COMPARISON. 
THE DEN 
(OPEN 9-9, MON. THRU FRI.) 
l^4/Thei*Mews.Thwcsde».0etemhef». I?N 
Board to set hearing 
Dismissal case pending 
The Student Appeals Board 
met yesterday to decide how it 
wUl handle a pending case 
involving two students dis- 
missed from a chemistry 
class October 2?  > 
Dr. Marvin Kumler, asso- 
ciate professor of psychology 
and chairman of the board, 
said a hearing will be set up as 
soon as possible 
Ke Is in the process of con- 
tacting the principles in the 
case. Roger Harshfield and 
Jim Goodwin, both juniors in 
the College of Arts and 
Sciences and Dr Arlo Boggs. 
professor of chemistry and 
instructor of their organic 
chemistry class. 
HARSHFIELD and Good- 
win were dismissed for 
allegedly disrupting the class. 
The students filed an appeal 
with the Student Arbitration 
Board, stating their rights as 
students had been violated by 
the. "arbitrary action of their 
professor in that he dismissed 
them from class without 
proper cause for due pro- 
cess." 
The Student Arbitration 
Board heard the case. Nov. 25. 
and decided in favor of the 
student. Because this board 
has no power to censure any 
faculty member or a college, 
the students were urged to 
appeal the case to the Student 
Appeals Board 
Dr. Kumler said the general 
desire of the Student Appeals 
Board is to hear this case 
before the end of the quarter. 
Under Student Appeals 
Board regulations, the persons 
involved will present their 
case to the members. Dr. 
Kumler said the board will 
then rule on the case, with 
their decision being final. 
Appeal is possible to the 
President 
Other members of the board 
are Charles l.'artman. 
German and Russian instruc- 
tor;    Dr    Michael   Ferrari. 
coordinator of planning, 
budgeting and institutional 
studies, and associate pro- 
fessor of management; 
Christina I.asch, senior (Ed); 
and Jeffrey Ustick, sopho- 
more (AfcS). 
Current issue talks 
link University, city 
NINE days left 
SAVE the NEWS 
The Town and Gown Club, 
organized in 1920. gives 
members of the University 
community an opportunity to 
meet with townspeople and 
discuss topics of current 
interest. 
The club is a men's group 
consisting of 12 persons from 
the University and 12 from 
the city. 
According to Dr. Samuel 
Cooper, chairman of the 
men's HPE department and 
a member of the group, each 
meeting includes a social hour 
to permit members to develop 
sympathetic relationships and 
learn other members' 
problems and points of view. 
CLUSTER COLLEGE 
There are still a few (female) places 
open in the Cluster College 
Even if you have already enrolled in other 
courses, it's not too late to change 
// you are interested, contact 
Robert Goodwin, Philosophy 
237 Williams 
2-2117 
Once a month, the men 
meet in a member's home. 
One member reads a paper he 
has written, then a person 
with an opposite view 
critiques the paper. 
The floor is opened to 
general discussion, with time 
set aside at the end for a 
rebuttal by the author. 
"The topics are live ones 
about the problems of today 
that are pressing on 
everybody,'' said Dr. 
Theodore Jenson, trustee 
professor of education. 
The club has basically the 
same purpose as the Junto 
Club, another town-gown 
organization in Bowling 
Green. 
"The only real difference 
between the two is that Junto 
is affiliated with a national 
organization and Town and 
Gown Club is not," Dr. Jenson 
said 
) FAT  
OVERWEIGHT 
;Odfine« cm help you become Ihe trim • 
•tlim ptrion you want (ob«   Odnneiis; 
• i liny tablet and emly swallow*!. Con-' 
'. taint no dangtrous drug*. No starving.* 
INo special tieccist Gel rid of aicm* 
;iat and live longar. Odflnti has been! 
; used successfully by thousands all OVM '. 
;tha country lor ov«r \2 years Odnne.: 
;coals $3 ?5 and tha large economy size; 
*S5 25 You mult losa ugly lat or your; 
• montywillbarelundtdbyyourdruggiil * 
."No questions ashed Accept no sub * 
1sttlutes  Sold with this gua-anlee by: • 
GRAY 
STADIUM 
PLAZA 
DISCOVER! 
The 
Grateful 
Dead 
GRATEFUL DEAD 
Include*: Wharf Rat   Mama Tried 
Bertha ' Me and Bobby McGee 
from 
Warner Bros. 
AT 
FINDER'S RECORDS AND TAPES 
diamond needles — record mailers — gift certificates 
Don't 
Forget 
Those 
Great 
Dead 
Albums 
AMPwCAM aMAUTY 
w AND by 
SUNDAYS — OPEN NOON TILL 6 
MON.-THUR.- 10:00-9:00 
FRI. & SAT. 10:0O-MIDNIGHT 128 N. MAIN ST. 
Dominoes Going, going...and about reody for a long winter's hibernation. Thoto bike* look like victims of a chain reaction at they lean craifly together in the stand 
behind Williams Hall. 
Panel claims press bias 
Press coverage of minority 
groups was strongly criticized 
by a student-faculty-staff 
panel during a discussion 
Tuesday in a history and 
ethics journalism class. 
Participating in the panel 
were Susan Cornillon. teach- 
ing fellow in the English 
department: John Cornillon, 
graduate assistant in the 
English department: William 
Pitts, director of the Student 
Development Program; 
Kathy Lewton. assistant to the 
director of News Service; and 
Buffee Bond, a university 
student 
The discussion, which 
covered  access of  minority 
groups to the press, was an 
independent project presented 
by Mary Jo h'artwell. junior 
(B.A. i, a member of the class. 
All panel members agreed 
that minority groups did not 
receive fair representation in 
the press. 
PITTS criticized the press 
because "you get their inter- 
pretation of what you said " 
He said the press tends to dis- 
tort minority opinions because 
those in power "want their 
own myths perpetrated." 
Ms. Lewton echoed Pitts' 
view, saying the press is only 
willing to cover the positive 
things concerning a certain 
minority. 
HEY HUNGRY PEOPLE! 
THURS. NITE - 3 BIG SPECIALS 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
CHICKEN 
SPAGHETTI 
or FISH 
ONLY $1.69 
HOWARD JOHNSONS 
RESTAURANT 
T.O.'s CAMPUS 
CORNER 
COME SEE US POP 
YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
TEE-SHIRTS 
SWEATSHIRTS 
JACKETS 
iMONOGRAMMED 
PLAIN 
OR 
"B.GS.U." 
902 E. WOOSTER 
euy2 fw 
OF EARRIWGS 
MMato*»*\oi( OHE RIHGSZ 
/tftGT" 
foMosMis, 
20%0ff /^larPric^J 
"That is. the things that 
seem positive to the editor and 
the managing editor," she 
said. "The story has to fit into 
the editor's value system.'' 
Ms. Lewton said increased 
pressure against female job 
discrimination has made the 
newspapers more willing to 
hire women. 
But "the discrimination 
comes in, in the kind of job 
you get." she said. "They're 
going to stifle what you can do 
on the paper." 
Ms. Lewton. who worked for 
an Illinois paper for five 
years, said any information 
she included on topics such as 
women's liberation or com- 
munal living was always dis- 
carded by the women's editor 
as being "inappropriate". 
"The way space is allocated 
reflects the position of the edi- 
tor," said Ms. Lewton. 
THE LACK OF women's 
news was cited by Ms 
Cornillon as a definite short- 
coming of the media. She said 
most of the women's news 
coming in from wire services 
is never even used because 
members of the media fear 
they will lose their advertisers 
by running articles counter to 
what the advertiser is trying 
to sell. 
John Cornillon said he 
thought the lack of women's 
news is "ultimately harmful 
to men as well as women." 
Ms. Bond criticized the 
policy, saying the idea of just 
a women's page "sets up 
women as a separate entity in 
society." 
She and Ms Cornillon 
attacked the trend toward 
limited women's news by 
comparing its availability to 
the availability of sports 
information. 
"You can pick up sports 
magazines anywhere in the 
country," said Ms. Bond. 
Both women said they 
thought women's news was a 
great deal harder to find. 
"Newspapers are biased to 
the degree that they say they 
are objective," said John 
Cornillon. Ke explained that it 
was false to call newspapers 
objective because they are 
always written from some 
political standpoint. 
Ms. Cornillon said. "We 
have all been brought up with 
racist-sexist attitudes. We 
can't escape them." But she 
called for the media to 
become more honest about 
their biases. 
IF YOU NEED A RIDER OR A RIDE 
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS VACATION. 
INQUIRE AT THE UAO RIDE BOARD; 
LOCATED AT THE NORTH END OF 
THE THIRD FLOOR OF THE UNION. 
The KD's are wild about 
THE NEFARIOUS 
NINETEEN" 
What a great way 
to be celebrating 
a brand new year! 
* Look that up in your 
Funk and Wagnells! 
This is Something 
Different 
Keeker Cere Beef 
Seedwich Rentes HetPaetreni 
 ■   H Stacked Reest Beef Is. aad Besets 
Cenadie* Oeh Stacked He. Maeriee Beted 
SUPER DELI SAHOWICH 
Ctippii Sateie 
el Beef 
Petit Tt-eerfei. an Btrte Sleek 
Haunted 
Beached Cfctk Steak 
Frteck Fried 
Skrhee 
Heats MM Beseem                      Salad Bar 
945 S. MAIN                       353-7675 
MON.-SAT. 11-12               SUN. 11-9 
HPE sponsors 
Aspen ski trip 
The men's and women's 
health and physical education 
departments will conduct a. 
special ski workshop worth 
two hours credit during spring 
break 
The workshop will be held 
March 18-2S at Aspen. 
Colorado 
Any undergraduate student 
here or at Toledo University 
may enroll in the course (or 
credit. Graduate students and 
Teach-In' 
The Bowling Green 
University Press is 
offering TEACH IN. a 
booklet concerning what 
happened at BGSU as a 
result of the Kent State 
affair of May. 1970 
The illustrated 
booklet is available in 
101 University Hall at 25 
cents per copy. 
faculty members may attend 
the workshop on an audit 
basis 
FEES INCLUDE $275 for 
the tour and $52.50 for two 
hours of credit. 
Round-trip transportation 
costs from Toledo Express 
Airport to Aspen, six davs of 
skiing and lift tickets, three 
half-day sk: lessons and seven 
nights lodging are covered bv 
the $275 fee 
Students will stay in four- 
man suites at the Tyrolean 
Inn. 
Credit hour fees are due 
March 10 A $50 deposit on the 
tour fee is due January 11. 
with the remainder to be paid 
by Feb. 29. 
For more information 
contact either Sally Ann 
Parent, instructor in the 
women's HPE department, or 
Richard W. Bowers, associate 
professor in the men's HPE 
department 
Co-op fund drive today 
In a final effort to raise 
enough working capital to 
remain open. Food for 
Thought is sponsoring a fund- 
raising drive today 
Members of the co-op will 
be selling five-pound cartons 
of concentrated, bio- 
degradable laundry detergent 
in University Hall, the 
dormitories and at Food for 
Thought 
"We're hoping that students 
here will buy the soap not only 
to help the co-op, but also to 
take home for their parents In 
use,'' Vincent Uiarratana. 
senior (B.A.i and one of the 
founders of the co-op. 
explained 
Although more than twenly 
people have volunteered to 
staff the organic food store. 
Food for Thought is still 
experiencing a financial crisis 
and will be forced to close at 
the end of the week it 
approximately $1,000 is not 
raised through the sale of the 
detergent 
The membership drive wai 
only 20 per cent successful, 
according to Giarattana "We 
planned to raise the necessary 
capital by soliciting 100 new- 
memberships at $10 apiece, 
but that drive is going Ion 
slowly lor us to keep operating 
the store.'' he said. 
IN CONCERT 
Buzzy Linhart 
WINTHROP 
TERRACE 
NORTH & SOUTH 
NOW TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
WINTER & SPRING 
QUARTERS 
2 BEDROOMS 
FURNISHED 
2 FULL BATHS 
AIR CONDITIONED 
OLYMPIC SIZE POOL 
REC ROOM 
LAUNDROMAT 
GAS HEAT & GAS RANGE 
OFFICE: 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Th. tO Naw*. ThurWay, DacwnUr 2, 1971 /»■»• 5 
I      TONIGHT      J 
j'        ONLY         * 
LASALLE^S 
• 
CHRISTMAS COLLEGE NIGHT 
YOU'RE INVITED 
9:30-11:30 P.M. — TONIGHT THURS. DEC. 2ND 
Charge Accounts Are Available To All 
BGSU Students 
APPLY & CHARGE TONIGHT 
DOOR BUSTER GIFTS 
WOODEN 
JEWEL BOXES 
Several Styles 
Compare at $6-$12.50 
*3" 
DRESS SHIRTS 
Supremacy   dress   shuts      sues   14 . W    Solids 
whites  ft   stripes   All  permanent   press,  easy care 
fabrics 
Comp. at 5.89-6.89 
3" 
NECKWEAR 
Better  Neckwear      line  Neckwear liom England 
all 100% polyester   New shape and width  All new 
colorings 
Comp. at 6-7.50 
»3» 
SPECIAL 
PURCHASE KNITS 
Skinny  ribs  and  some   Wallace  Beny  Knits   Dew 
necks and some mock turtle, shoil sleeves 
Comp. at 6.00-7.00 $2^ 
SAVE 50% 
OR MORE 
ON LASALLE'S OWN 
IMPORTED CORDUROY 
JEAN FLARES 
Belt loop models in solids and lanttes   Ribless and 
mtdwale  corduroy   Ass I   colors      sues 29 38   M 
I XI 
Comp. at 10.00 12 00 
^99 
FABRIC SALE 
Entire Stock Reduced 
20% REG. PRICE 
Wools Cottons Miracle Blends Solids 
Punts Wovens Double Knits Polyesters 
Velvets Eveiy Piece ot Fabric in Stock 
WARING 20 SET 
HAIR SETTER 
9 Jumbo   6 laige   b Small Rolleis 
Reg. 19.95 
$£99 
Sale ^^JW 
DIGITAL 
CLOCK RADIO 
Compare at 39.95 
Easy to read clock      has slumber switch for extra 
snoore    earphone lor private listening anytime   wal 
nut grain case 
CASSETTE TAPE 
RECORDER-PLAYER 
Compare at 39.95 
Operates on AC   with built in AC   line cord   or on 
baiteiies  Has remote control microphone (or record 
mq ft pnvaie earphone 
6 PIECE STEREO 
COMPONENT 
SYSTEM 
with matching twin stereo speakers ft stereo eight 
track player   One eight track cartridge ft one stereo 
headphones 
Compare $229.95 
17700 TONIGHT I       M        M 
Come tuty to lake advantage ot this fantastic sav 
ings' 
ASSORTED 
WINTER ROBES 
Many styles lo choose liom  Not aveiy sue in eveiy 
llyle 
Orig. 8.99-18.00 
£00 
MINI PANTIE 
SLIPS 
SHORT   SHORT   SHORT'   Petite small and mod 
Reg. 4.00-7.00 
$197 
SALE   1 
Vi OFF 
FAMOUS NAME 
COSTUME JEWELRY 
Many many one of a kind pieces Ideal fa* grtis Neck 
laces  bracelets  pins and earrings  Tailored ft dressy 
styles 
Comp. at 3.00-15.00 
$150 $750 
NOW P                                 J 
Ankle lengih   |F.imjel 
SKIRTS 
Holiday Pastels  -  Assorted  Patterns.  100% wool 
Ankle length   (fire Side) 
SKIRTS 
Holiday Pasieli     Asiontd Panama     100 wool 
Sues 8 to 16 Many one ot a hind - bt inly f0( btn 
MMM 
Comp. at 22.00 26 00 
$|C99 
MARCHIONESS 
ALL SHEER 
PANTY HOSE 
Save $2 00 on every 3 pr   you buy   Your favorite 
shades Sues A B 
Reg. 3/5.50 
ALL 
WOMEN'S 
BOOTS 
25% off 
TONIGHT ONLY 
•o,. 6/Tho tO Mows, ThurWay, Dx.rr.b~ a. If 71 
Broker gives stock tips 
By Miry Wey 
Paul W Wolfram, broker 
for Bell and Beckwith in 
Toledo, spoke to the Univer- 
sity's Slock Market Club Tues- 
day night on how. when and 
where to buy stork 
"Am I a good broker? I 
think I'm the best,' said 
Wolfram, a 1965 University 
graduate. 
According to Wolfram, a 
person should invest in the 
market only as much cash as 
he can afford to lose 
aOOB'Q'B 
THEATRE 
NOW SHOWING 
Eve at 7:30. 9 30    Sat. Sun at 4:30, 7:30. 9:30 
Harry Graham is going home 
after fifteen years in prison. 
His son still wants to see hint hang. 
Robert Mitchum Jan - Michael Vincent 
Brenda Vaccaro 
GOING HOME 
$1.00 
EVERY THURSDAY IS BGSU NIGHT 
ID gluul 
"Too many people buying 
stock don't know the first 
thing about what they're look- 
ing for or how to spend their 
money Everybody is out to 
make a killing and, believe 
me, very few people make a 
killing on the market.'' 
Wolfram said. 
"It is extremely important 
to pick a good broker. You 
sh6uld pick him like you would 
a family doctor If he makes 
one drastic mistake, find 
another one. If your broker 
isn't any good, go someplace 
else He's going to lose your 
money,'' he said 
Changing the topic to infla- 
tion and Nixon's wage-price 
freeze. Wolfram said. 
"Inflation is the greatest thing 
since canned beer in my busi- 
ness When inflation hits, the 
markets are booming " 
Wolfram called Nixon's 
attempt at curbing inflation a 
"neat trick." E.'e said Nixon 
may have built confidence in 
the economy in the minds of 
all people, "but it didn't do a 
thing for Wall Street." 
Wolfram said "Women are 
better investors than men" 
This true, he said, because 
"when a woman makes up her 
mind to invest, God-almighty 
can't change it." 
Wolfram said most people 
invest in the market to beat 
inflation, to get ahead of the 
next man and to maximize his 
dollars. 
I.'owever. he said, "fifteen 
percent of stock buying is pure 
hope You can invest in the 
best looking company in the 
world and it can still flop." 
Box of lice opens 6:30 
Catioonj at 7:00 
la-Car Heaters Available 
I optional I 
| FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY ONLY 
ol 7:10 
virgin prize! 
CANTERBURY 
INN (C.I.) 
THURS. - 2 for 1 & 3 for 1 
PLUS 
LIVE BAND 
HAPPY HOURS:       Fri. 2-6 
Sat. 4-6 
LIVE BANDS 
THURS. FRI. &SAT. 
i- EASTMANCOLOR 
KIM POPE WILLIAM GRANNELL KURT HOWARD 
at 8: IS 
, iiminnr XHMI'I 
tm ' m IIIMII usKutu 
MIUSI 
irffTDlY SATURDAY ONLY. 
lot V:3oT~ 
YOUNG. WILLING. AND EAGER 
HE No one under 17 admitted! 
THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE 
ALL AREA STUDENTS 
ID'S REQUIRED 
$ 100 
SUNDAY    OPENING TIL 3 PM     ADULTS $1 00 
■OBTHWIST OHIO* MWfIT AND HOCT CO*tFOHT«LI 
CQNCBT OP LUXURY ■TOOTH Will ITI 
NOW    EVES    715.9 30   SAT   SUN    2 30. 4 45, MS. 9 30 
I'In- l)r»ils is mil a film for t'.cr.niir... 
|Qi i% a inic itofy, * 'archill v docuntnied 
htooricilly accurate - a Mitoui woifc by a ilistuifttiisliril 
film maker  As such il is likt-ly to In- hailrit 
as a masterpiece by many   Hut betause it is explicit 
ami highly graphic in uYpicting the btUffC 
FVCflfeJ that occurred in I ranee in 16 H. others will find it 
visually shocking .iml deeply disturbing 
We feel .i responsibility to alert you to (his 
It is our hope that only the audience that will appreciate 
n.Ii DEVILS will come to see H 
VANESSA REDGRAVE^.OLIVER REED 
IN KEN RUSSELL'S FILM OF 
THE DEVILS     -Jx 
HELD OVER, 3rd SMASH WEEK 
in - EVE.7:1*. I 30 - SAT.. SUN. ■ 2:20. 4:30. 7:10. 9 30 
"THE BEST FAVOR I CAN 
00 IS URGE YOU TO 
EXPERIENCE IT YOURSELF!" 
Re. Ritd  NY I). I, Nawi 
b 3 
BILLY 
JACK 
^TOM LAUGHLIN ■ DELORES TAYLOR 
Tioaamon'.aws.'R.. IGPI------"I 
!Y0U CAN WIN! 
A FREE THOROUGHBRED 
RACING BOX TURTLE! 
JUST GUESS HOW MANY 
LIVE ANIMALS 
ARE IN OUR DISPLA Y TANK 
THE 
HUTCH 
521 S. PROSPECT 
3549603 
5 BIKS SOUTH OF 
E. W00STER 
River 
span 
N«WH*W by «.«►, I 
The wiling tun silhouettes th. high-level bridge in Toledo which spans the 
Maumee River. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
' <n'i    11 Cfn 1 Pciturei Corp 
ACROSS                 N.Y.C.                           Lword*' ■ 
1  Money.                        4S Centigrade onita.     11  Whirlpool. 
5 Group of                    47 Alpha Cenleurl.       II Jal   __ 
worken.                      49 Charge wilh car-     13  Briliih 
10 Country  in                      bon dioxide.                    noraemaid. 
Arabia.                        51 To tell the                18 Indian antelope. 
14 Car.                               Inith: 2 wordi.      IJ Dronea. 
15 La  Grande   .             55 Toady.                         15 Gone. 
01 Napoleon.             57 Type ol rool.           17 Shrink! and 
16 Well-known               59 Greek letter.                   Iremblee. 
canine.                        60 Unproductive.           29 Selfiah one. 
17 Placei o(                    61  Artilt'i color:           31   Haiion  d"  
deciaion.                            I  worda.                     32 Spool. 
19 Thin.                       64 — majeity.            33 Grasp. 
20 Son ol Noah.            65  Pronounce.                 34 Double-reed 
21 Aienti: Abbr.         66 Wrap op.                      inurnment. 
22 Muie ol comedy.    67 Bert __                 35 Trinkety. 
24 Rio  Grande port:          comedian.                   37 Pronoun. 
2 wordi.                    68 Feodor. Dmitri,      40 Sharply  denned: 
26 Merit  badge                    etc.                                      2  wordi. 
weareri.                   69 Influence.                41 Greeniward. 
t8 Port.                                     DOWN             43 Dried up: Pool. 
30 Inilrument for           1  Squirrel*! proyi-      44 Eyre and otheri. 
mraaurini cgf.i               iloni.                            46 Tiamlate. 
33 Coller Ben.                 2 Of the air.                 48 Track  official!. 
36 Modiite'i                   3 Jaai dance.              50 Italian |lrl'a 
creation!.                      4  Surprlied  ex.-                  name. 
1 2 n 4 ! [a—1 ?— I— l~ 1 II 12 ' 13 14 1 " w " ~~~^ ~-~~ 
26 ■ ■ 
24 25 1 2' 
28 la | 
" 
li 32 
3] M 3S ■ 34 37 
" 
34 ■ ' ■" 
<2 H I44 
ai 48 H4' 
M m 51 52 53 5a 
55 5« 1 58 ■ 
n 1 " 52 43 44 . 1 a. 17 " 69 
38 Route: Abbr.                  clametioni.                 52 Indian weapon. 
39 Do ai bidden.          5 Ancient King of     53 Lobaler'i claw. 
40 Fruit of certain           Anyria.                    54 Hot drink, 
treea.                          6 Clop-clop.                SS Autumn. 
\\\i !-4i : KB I ' o v A ■ M 4 T 1 N ! r 
E R   1 T R • .<■.-. ft 1 I T r A 
M I T 5IHI0 N D '■" 1 s 41    l(i|i|ircl                                        1    HOH   up.                                 JU    ■!■«.                                          r   Q     | C Till  v 4 ■ 
43 More crafty.             9 Gala                               Slant. 
o v »R§T ft E ML ! s una SETT t . L SB1 ANSWER TO PREVIOUS M1I7II 
« E T T : 
rauirura   m                    t«   nnoiiij.                        •.-   .-»».».-. A u S E 
*rP E N t * 0 ' 5 
0 " ' 1M ) * 
1   T DIQ[K|NPJ 
Ri 1 A 
W A sHs! 
I R UlDII 1   t 0 1 OR i   r E 
T RIQIKI :
-  5 [  N Til |C 
■ S EITlHIS I L 
~«®*~ CLaSSIFIED -9MMC- 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Thuraday Dae 2, 1»71 
Campus (ruiade for Chriat, Faculty Lounfe. Untoo. 7 pen 
BOM Sports Car Club. 115 Ed Bld| I pm Rally School, 
learn him to rally, how to make time. (peed, distance 
lalrulallons 
Tau  lavalienng   Brothers  of 
1'hi Kappa Tau 
Bass, be golden on Dei- 7 Will 
be thinking of ya l.uv Cobra 
rood it inn 354-0594 lljvr 
1966 Triumph TR4-A Good 
condition - vellim Call 354 
8493 
in  living  Rot ^  Ledge  M-mor 
H.i '   -All     -• 
7177 
r<M SALE OR RENT 
1987   Austin   I'ealy   3000   e» 
iond ph 472-1069 Toledo 
A freshman English class presents the Amani Awaking 
A   sensory   ripenence.   free   lood.   music,   sounds 
everyone welcome 1 30-4 00 pin Amam under Commons 
I.HMI    student    will    do 
research     for     PAPF.RS 
Ihemes  through  theses.  352 
0726 
66 TR4 Triumph new  painl 
good condition 353-6751 
Need 1 I to sublet apartment 
lor winter quartet 182 TttJ 
I and 2 bdrm jpts turn jnd 
unlurn ('.ill IVndlcton Raalt) 
at 353-3MI aflat ) i JII .153 
5091 
BUSKeni ingClub. South Cyni. Women's Rldg 7 pm 
Christian Science Organization 6 30 pm. I'rout Chapel 
French Club 7 pm. La Maison Krancaise 
Sailing Club 266 Dvrrman. 7 30 pm 
Women s Hi-,nation   \s„.,    \olleyball. 6 30 pm North 
Gym Women s Bldg 
Winter   formal   ■  only   worn 
once   sue 10 call 354-0612 
1968 Toyota ex rand call 372 
2271 ex 19 between 1-4 30 
weekdays 
II  needed 2nd and 3rd qtr $55 
35: ma 
Must sell - used Leslie 
speaker. Travnor amp. Doric 
organ   Call Carol 352-5727 
67 Opel engine has only 14.000 
miles, good condition 1800 or 
best oiler phone 352 0577 
For  Sale      G E   apartment 
sue frig Inquire 372 4022 
Fm     needed    for    fine    apt 
PLEASE call 353-17JI 
EffH-iencv   apt   lor   I    or   2 
IN mo 3S2-OB0 after 11 pen 
Falcon Square ipu    FREE 
RENT   rail alter 5 pm Men 
Fri 352-5334 
For Sale Rock - t'ard Rock 
Folk albums - over 150 154 
!493astlorJim II 12 
Want    F     rmie    wnlr    qlr 
Reduced rent  Ellen 352-0177 
LOST AND FOUND 
|I0 reward lor Ihe return ol a 
B.G ■ la- ring wilh 1972 and 
BA written on it. ensenbed 
with Ihe initials ATW contact 
AI Webb 2 369" 
Lost    Pearl ring in VH mils ol 
third     lloor     Union,     great 
sentimental value    Reward 
Call 2 5970 
W ill do lypmg   Ph 352 9345 
PF.RSONAL5 
Got a van'1   Want to make $5 
fast* Call 2-3809 
Dual keyboard combo organ, 
exc rand good sound. 1250 
Call 3525684 
Needed I male for api W4S 
qlrs Air rand, extras For 
info call Paul 352 7893 or Jim 
352-0708 
Xmas savings al Nichols 
Clothiers College Night. 6-10 
pm tonight'See ad' 
2 snow tires. 6 50x14. sludded. 
Firestone Town \- Country 125 
372-1596 
2 pickup Conrad guitar 
new 160 Max 352-0007 
2 F r-male needed lor Winter 
or Winter & Spring 352-6394 
Wanted 1 male. 2 bdrm   furn 
1190 qlr 352-0574 
Two man room lor tent • two 
males 1150 pet quarter pel 
panel BO I'ike Ave 
Needed one    telltale 
roommate In share apt 
Winter and Spring Quarter 
I'a block Item campus ISO a 
mo ( arol 352-0538 
Fm rnu own room in house I 
blklrom campus 352-WM3 
Moblile   home   for   rent    2 
bdrm furn Call 352 9230 
IM needed 4man apt Win 4 
Spr all ull pd $59 mo 
CHEAP! Call Jefl 352 5332 
RIDES 
Need   ride  to   Boslon   Xmas 
break call 354-7345 
Available now - new 
recreation \ party room - 
parties receptions - meetings 
(kitchen facilities! ipooli - 
Phone 352 0785 or 352 9378 
2 -A Palmer" sweaters. It 
blue and red. size L. good 
condition 14 each Call 352- 
9228 
Riders warned West 372 5958 
Ride needed to Detroit alter 3 
Friday 372 3855 
HELP WANTED 
BEYOND Tl'E ORDINARY 
custom engagement rings 
PPILIP MORTON CON- 
TEMPORARY JEWELRY 
112 W Woosler 3539932 open 
9-3 
19  foot  chest  freezer   1150 
Phone 351-5070 
Need one female lo share one students . 2 bdrm. 2 bath 
room apt Call 352-6629 call « sell cleaning kitchen 840 
during the day Sixth Si 353 5891 or 352-7177 
2 F needed to sublet house 
Winter 4 Sp Qlrs Cheap' 
Call 353-6641 
BSR changer. 20 watt realistic 
stereo amp. 2 realistic 
speakers, best offer 353-4644 
Female vocalist wanted for 
local entertaining group Call 
241-6577 or 243-4261 ext 334 
Toledo 
RECORDS' Oldies' 20.000 in 
stock Send 35 cents for 2.000 
listing catalog Mall orders 
Idled RECORD CENTER. 
I8»5 W 25th. Cleveland. Ohio 
Record Tapes 
Portable Zenith 2 speaker 
stereo. 2 yrs old. best offer - 
Yashica Ataron Ultra- 
miniature camera, never 
used, best offer - call 352-9111 
Girl    needed    to    sublease 
Winter   &r   Spring  Quarter 
Second Street. 165 mo     Call 
354-1092 
M    roommate needed 2- man 
api FREE deposit 352 0015 
Needed I M roommate in apt 
already established rompl 
furn  utilities  paid  •  153 mo 
352-6246 ask lor Curt 
Pleasanl responsible coed 
warned as companion for 
lively, elderly lady Private 
room with bath and board plus 
small salary Call 474-5942 
collect 
ACCTION-Thurs 3 30 pm 
STUDENT SERVICES 
BLDG clothing, jewelry 
bicycles etc Proceeds lo 
Charity 
X MAS GIFT IDEA    stained 
glass figures 352-0009 
Girl needed lor apt   Winter- 
Spring-Wimh So ph 352-7849 
New large apt needs 4 girls 
2nd 4 3rd qtr Close lo 
campus reasonable 352-6174 
Need 1 male rmmale NOW 
call 352-6172 
PART TIME HELP 
WANTED - will train call 352 
4313 
PAGLIA1S NEW POURS 5 
until 2 Son thruThura 3 until 3 
Fri A Sat Pagliai's 1004 S 
Mam 352-7571 
'•> red Toyota Sports Coupe 4 
on ihe floor, bucket seals 
radio, heater 352-3175 after 4 
pm! 
APT   AVAIL   2nd  3rd qtr   2 
bdrm 354-7221 
Fern wants 1 rm eftic. apt 
2nd qtr 175-180 range ph 353 
8045 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Skye ■ Flying high' There'i a 
defmiteRlNG-mgir.tl.eair 
K.D love ihe Sitters 
1141 Fiat 150 Spider 
tangerine. Konis Stebro. 
Semperiu. Amco rack. 50.000 
mi. immaculate. II100 FIRM 
contact Zig 392-7407 between 
19-11 pm or drop a note in Box 
70 U Hall 
Experienced   typist    Theses, 
term papers cal 1154-7571 Congratulations   Debbie   and Mike on your Alpha Phi ■ Phi 
Sublet 2 bdrm apt 1145 unlurn 
402 High. 2B 6-10 pm 
1 female needed lo sublet 
beautiful coxy apt. winter 4 
spring. Eait Merry St 
reasonable rent call 353-9335 
1 bedroom furnished apt ulil 
Inrlud 139 50 mo at 
Greenview Cali Mike collect 
New Bavaria 653-8319 
Api lor rent Dec is furn ull. 
pd I bdrm Couples preferred 
1110 354-7341 after 5 pm 
2 man eff   apt   available 2nd 
qlr 354-3473 after 3 pm 
44 GTO coav  4 speed bucket 
seals        Naw   Una    Mail Faculty 4 Staff • the ultimate 
Male needed lo sublease apt 
Ridge Manor. Winter Qtr J52- 
rm 
Th* tO N*w>, ThutWay, It—km 2, 1*71 /Pat* 7 
Karate-total discipline 
'Talking before singing' 
A karate class or practice 
begins and ends with respect 
and meditation as the students 
are instructed to seiza. or sit 
in the formal kneeling posture 
and meditate with closed eyes 
about the class 
The students are told by the 
highest ranking belt among 
them to bow toward the front 
of the room-'Shomen Ni 
Taishite Rei "--symbolically 
the major side of the class- 
room (dojoi faced during 
class work 
They are then asked to bow 
to the front, out of respect for 
the instructor-'Sensei Ni 
Taishite Rei"-who sits before 
them and again to the front 
out of respect for each 
other.   "Otagai Ni Rei" 
NEXT THE class engages 
in 10 to 15 minutes of stren 
uous exercise derived from 
yoga exercises, which loosen 
up all parts of the body to be 
used during the practice. 
Students who remain stand- 
ing following the exercises, 
including all club members 
(and excluding one newspaper 
reporter I, then go through the 
basics, which are blocking, 
kicking and punching tech- 
niques 
These basics are later prac- 
ticed in combination move- 
ments and pattern move- 
ments -kata -and are applied 
in sparring practice. 
"The  basics  are  like  the 
alphabet of karate- everything 
,is built from them." said Jack 
L. Coleman. director of the 
Shindo-Kan Academy of 
Karate in Toledo 
Coleman. a fourth degree 
black belt, travels from 
Toledo three times a week to 
instruct the Bowling Green 
State University Karate Club 
DOUG JOHNSON, presi- 
dent of the BGSl' club, said he 
thinks most of the members 
joined out of curiosity but 
added that dedication to the 
art grows the longer they are 
in it. 
Johnson, a brown belt, who 
has been in karate for three 
years and three months, said 
he has gained a lot more inner 
strength and self-confidence 
through karate. 
Coleman said a big problem 
in karate instruction is 
developing a false sense of 
security which is especially 
dangerous in a self-defense 
situation when an individual 
thinks he can take care of 
himself but cant 
JOHNSON SAID the train- 
ing teaches an individual to 
realize his limitations. He said 
the important thing in a self- 
defense situation is to keep 
everything in perspective- 
ability, level of training and 
speed of reflexes, while 
remaining cool, clam and 
collected. 
However, he said he feels 
instruction in self-defense 
techniques clutters the mind 
with what to do only in speci- 
fic attacking situations under 
ideal conditions. 
"A street fighter fights on 
his own terms. There are no 
dojo rules in the street. You 
have to expect the 
unexpected." he said 
Coleman said he does not 
teach self-defense techniques 
to beginners in the art of 
karate because "they are still 
learning to talk. They must 
learn to talk before they can 
sing. If you give them too 
much too soon, they will lost 
the way."       . 
He does teach an actual 
class of self-defense tech- 
niques but it is abbreviated 
and modified karate forms 
The techniques are easy and 
no form is necessary, he said 
One good kick, one good 
basic, done correctly, is as 
effective as a whole mish- 
mash of techniques, he added 
Advancement in karate 
occurs through a promotional 
tournament, held every three 
months 
PARTICIPANTS     ARE 
judged by black belts on their 
ability to perform the basic 
movements, the basics in 
combination movements, kata 
and sparring I although anyone 
with a good reason is exempt 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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PHI KAPPA PSI 
POLARIS PARTY 
TONIGHT 8-11 P.M. 
RUSh OPEN HOUSE 
LIVE BAND 
"WRITS  OF ASSISTANCE" 
BEER 
h
* ••••••*••*••••• ••••• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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IIS N.     I CftHEUtY 
MAIN 
Ph. J53 MS 
TOW 
OPEN MON. - SAT. 
UNTIL 9 
Your Christmas 
Jewelers 
Stop in and see our 
fine gift selection 
TONIGHT ONLY 
COUPON SPECIAL 
Klevers Jewelry Store — 125 N. Main 
10% OFF ! 
with this coupon, on any item in the store 
1 coupon per item| 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
JTHURS., DEC. 2 ONLY 
from sparring), the difficulty 
of each category depending on 
the rank of the participant. 
Belts range in order from 
lowest rank to highest as 
white, yellow, blue, green, 
brown and black There are 
three degrees of green and 
brown and eight degrees of 
black The only red belt is 
worn by the master of the 
style. 
The BGSU club is presently 
preparing for the promo- 
tionals which will take place 
December 5 at the new Mar- 
tial Arts Academy in Toledo 
and is free and open to the 
public. 
Perfection in the art of 
karate is not achieved with 
the ability to barehandedly 
break bricks and two-inch 
thick boards in two while 
uttering bloodcurdling 
•creams. . 
Nor are " the Chinese people { 
bom without any nerves in the 
•Wes of their hands so they 
can hit a piece of wood or a 
table and bust it right open," 
according to myth. 
The TV image of karate is 
false in most cases and does 
not promote the truth about 
the art. according to Jack L. 
Coleman, director of the 
Shindo-Kan Academy of 
Karate in Toledo and director •_ 
of the Midwest Regional' 
Headquarters of the Goju-Kai 
Karate-Do U.S.A. 
The truth is that karate is 
not taught as a "killer sport", 
and there are no secrets, 
shortcuts or correspondence 
courses. Coleman said. 
"IT IS PLAIN sweat, hard 
work and application Karate 
is total discipline-mental and 
physical. It is not a sideshow, 
radical cult, way of life or 
theatrical occurence. It is a 
means of developing charac- 
ter through disciplined train- 
ing." he explained 
According to Coleman. 
karate, "the way of the empty 
hand." differs from jui jitsu 
and judo because it is taught 
as  an  art.   sport   and   self- 
defense technique and is simi- 
lar to boxing. 
Judo is a competitive, AAU 
Olympic sport much like 
collegiate wrestling and is not 
a self-defense technique while 
jui jitsu, a combination of 
self-defense techniques, is 
taught purely for self-defense, 
he said. 
The brick and board- 
breaking exhibitions are 
strictly sideshow effects for 
the general public to demon- 
strate the strength that can be 
gained in karate. Coleman 
said. 
"True masters of the art 
don't have calloused knuckles 
because they don't have to 
prove how tough they are," he 
added 
News stories by 
Aaa Hofbaaer 
Staf f Reporter 
"Karate is an extensive 
course eventually refined 
down to one or two things with 
an individual choosing those 
things which he does well and 
perfecting them," Coleman 
said. 
Coleman pointed out the 
practicality behind all the 
traditions of karate. The disci- 
pline not only builds character 
but also prevents accidents, 
he said. 
The karate "blood curdling 
scream" is not a myth per se 
but is a shout which causes an 
This is it! 
The last week 
to have senior pictures 
taken. 
Call KEY Office 
372-2656 
or come in 
NOW B,:K$ 
"HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS" 
Soft, swingy. and shapely - our Boucle Knits add the brightest touch to your 
Holiday collection. The perfect gift for someone special: available riitht now 
the happiest shades of the season. 
SIZES 
."MO 
from $6.00 
to $15.00 
unprepared mind to run amok 
and provide opportunity for 
excape, Coleman said. 
The shout (kiai) also helps 
start the flow of adrenalin and 
tenses the body so internal 
organs are not injured if the 
body is struck, he continued. 
The exhalation of air with 
the kiai lessens the chance of 
the shouter having the wind 
knocked out of him. he added 
The karate uniform (gi), 
better known to laymen as 
baggy white pajamas, serve a 
practical as well as traditional 
purpose, depending on the ori- 
gin of the particular karate 
style. 
THE JACKET crosses in 
front and is held closed with a 
sash and the pants are held up 
with a drawstring, thus 
eliminating the worry of 
buttons popping and zippers 
slipping. 
There are four large 
Japanese styles of karate and 
the goju style practiced by 
Coleman and the BGSU club is 
the oldest and largest inter- 
national organization in the 
world, according to Coleman. 
Ke said the style places SO 
per cent emphasis on punching 
techniques and SO per cent on 
kicking techniques 
Everything taught by Cole- 
man in the goju style is 
exactly the same as that 
taught in Tokyo because all of 
the standards are the same, he 
said. 
HOWEVER, he said. "Sixty 
per cent of karate organiza- 
tions are charlatans Karate 
training has become very 
commercialized and a 
corrupt, incorrect system has 
developed." 
A rank of third degree must 
be attained by a black belt 
with a minimum of six to eight 
years of training, before he is 
authorized to teach on his 
own. Coleman said 
He advised all prospective 
students to check out a school 
as if they were buying a car. 
checking the credentials of the 
instructors and observing a 
class session 
"If they don't show you a 
class, don't join." he said. 
Publir Auction 
Thurs., i» «.. 2 
3:30 P.M. 
Forum - Student Services Bldg. 
Approx. 200 items incl. clothing, 
jewelry, hub caps, umbrellas, bi- 
cycles, watches. 
All Proceeds to Charity 
Sponsored By The 
Student Body Charities 
Board 
NICHOLS 
December College Night 
TONIGHT 6 TO 10 P.M. 
Entire Casual Slack 
Inventory Reduced 
20% TO 50% 
— TONIGHT ONLY — 
Includes Double Knits!! 
WE HAVE A TREMENDOUS 
CHRISTMAS GIFT SELECTION 
ON SALE ARE: 
CASWELL MASSEY COLOGNE. REG  $4    99c 
COUGHING ASHTRAYS, REG $9.50 $3.99 
COLOGNE SETS. REG $6 & $8 $1.99 
JOHNNY CARSON DRESS SHIRTS 
Regular $8 & $9 
TONIGHT ONLY 3™ 13.00 
(4.99 each) 
PERFECT XMAS GIFT FOR DAD 
BODY SHIRTS 
Rig. 10.00 
$1.99 
DOWNTOWN MWUNS 6REEN 
KNIT SHIRTS 
ZIP FRONTS. 
SKINNY RIB STYLE 
Rig 7.00 
$3.99 
Fringe Leather 
Vests 
Regular 22.50 
$1.99 
6 & 8 FT. NECK 
SCARVES 
Regular 8.00 
$5.99 
m 
5- NICHOLSMAiHPjywi 
90- Day BOWUNO OBKBt OHIO 
10 A.M. 9 P.M 
MON  SAT 
r»t» i/The M N.W., Thuneey. December 2.1«71 
Varsity drops opener 
Flyers subdue Falcons 
By Jack Carle 
Sportt Editor 
DAYTON-They tried but 
they couldn't do it.' That's the 
story of the Bowline Ureen 
Falcons lasl night as they 
dropped their season opener 
at Dayton. 87-78. 
The Flyers and the Falcons 
were in (he same position al 
the beginning of the game 
with Daylon starting four 
sophomores and a junior 
college transfer while the 
Falcons countered with five 
juniors. The BO team had a 
combined scoring average of 
25 points last season. 
But UD led by soph Donald 
Smith with 22 points and j-c 
transfer J D Gngsby with 17 
points had too much poise and 
quickness for the Falcons 
With 13.721 fans screaming 
their heads off Dayton moved 
out to an early lead as 
Bowling Green had to wait 
three-and-a-half minutes for 
their first field goal 
BG THEN MOVED on lop 
18-15 with 13 minutes to go in 
the first half but the Flyers 
scored nine straight points 
and that put the game out of 
reach for the Falcons 
Bowling Green had several 
comeback attempts in both 
halves but just couldn't get 
the key basket when they 
needed it 
Dalynn Badenhop was the 
spark plug for BG as he hit for 
17 points in the game coming 
off the bench in both halves 
Falcon coach Pat l!aley had 
indicated earlier in the week 
that Badenhop was better 
coming off the bench and the 
first game of the season 
proved it as he had eight first 
half points and nine second 
half markers in the period. 
FALCON STARTERS Jeff 
Lessig. Al Russ. Le l.'enson 
and Tom Scott all hit in double 
figures. Lessig had 11 points. 
Russ 13. 1'enson 10 and Scott 
12. 
But I'aley had to resort to a 
shuttle system in the game as 
the Flyer quickness tired out 
the Bowling Green players 
and I'aley had to keep fresh 
people in the lineup 
"Our forwards got tired and 
their quickness really  killed 
us." said I'aley. "Their press 
and the running game made us 
tired ' 
"Our problem the first half 
was that our forwards 
couldn't get open. We didn't 
Freshmen win 
The Bowling Green freshmen opened their season the 
winning way. 82-74 over the Dayton freshmen last night. 
The Falcons were led by Jeff Montgomery with 30 
points Montgomery, the points man of the BG offense, 
ball-hawked and scrambled his way to the 30 point total. 
Montgomery received support from Ron Webber with 
15 points, Cornelius Cash with 12 points. Brent Moss with 
10 points, Skip Howard with nine points, Dick Selgo with 
four and Dave Turner with two. 
The next freshmen game is December 11 at home 
against Bills of Fostoria. 
execute our offense. I thought 
the second half we did execute 
but couldn't get over the top." 
commented I'aley. 
Haley also indicated that if 
the Falcons had been able to 
execute their offense and 
gotten the lead, it would have 
put the pressure on Dayton. 
I'aley also pointed out that 
he looks upon the first two 
games as a learning process 
and that the Falcons 
responded well under the first 
game pressures 
Bowling Green will travel to 
Marquette Saturday to con- 
tinue to learn 
Sophs dominate wrestling team V 
By Dan Casieday 
Sports Writer 
It will be a sophomore- 
dominated squad that will 
represent the Falcons in the 
upcoming wrestling season. 
That's the indication from 
head coach Bruce Bellard as 
the Bowling Green grapplers 
try to extend a 17-year non- 
losing record and improve on 
last year's 11-6 mark 
As many as seven second- 
year men could answer (he 
starting call for the Falcons 
as Bellard looks for the 
combination to improve on 
BG's fifth place finish in the 
Mid-American Conference 
last year. 
I.'e'll get a quick idea when 
the Falcons open the season 
with Cincinnati. John Carroll 
and Ohio State at OSU Satur- 
day. Then the Falcons have a 
layoff until Ohio University 
visits January 8. 
'•WE'RE WAY ahead of last 
year in conditioning." said 
Bellard "I think we have 
more good wrestlers than 
we've ever had." 
"The problem is we have 
depth in several areas but we 
have two weak spots," added 
Bellard. 
Bellard said the sore points 
are the 134 and 177 pound divi- 
sions. Les Arko. the regularat 
134 last year, has tonsillitis 
and will be out until the match 
withOU. 
Jerry Norbo has deserted 
the 177 lb spot he held last 
year in favor of the loftier (or 
heftier) heights of 190. Bellard 
Liberal coach Stubbs tries 
modern swim squad image 
By Dennis Murphy 
After a last place finish in 
the Mid American Conference 
last year. Coach Tom Stubbs 
thought it was about (ime for 
some changes. 
So. mil of the Natatorium a 
new and more liberal coach 
Stubbs emerged 
"It's hard for a guy 47 years 
old to change," said Stubbs. 
"but we've got to." 
These guys are young men 
and have to be treated that 
way." he added "We're not 
just the coaches and they're 
the team We have to work 
together for a common goal " 
Away went such outdated 
rules as short hair and no 
drinking and in came a more 
progressive program designed 
to build men and not 
machines These changes, 
sccording to S(ubbs. have also 
reflected favorably in the 
team's performance so far in 
practice. 
"We've got good spirit." he 
said "We're working harder, 
much harder and we're a lot 
looser " 
Included in Falcon s 13 meet 
schedule are Cincinnati. 
Loyola. Miami. Kent. Eastern 
Michigan and Ohio 
University, last year's 
conference champion. 
This    season's     MAC 
championships will be held 
March 2-4 at OU According to 
Stubbs, this is the goal Falcon 
swimmers will be priming 
themselves toward throughout 
the regular season 
"LAST YEAR, we were too 
anxious to win the dual meets 
and get a good record." said 
Stubbs "This year, we'll be 
getting primed for the MAC 
championships and I think 
we'll also do better in the dual 
meets by being loose " 
The Falcon swimmers, led 
by captains Tom Wolff and 
Jim Williams, will open their 
season Saturday at the 
Michigan Collegiate 
Invitational Relay 
"Williams a senior, will 
swim the breast stroke and 
the individual medley," said 
Stubbs "Wolff. who has been 
having some shoulder trouble, 
will probably swim as our 
middle distance man " 
The freestyle sprinters will 
be led by sophomore Steve 
Breithaupt. while the two 
distance men will be Walter 
iSkipi Snable and Bill 
Primrose 
Representing Bowling 
Green in the butterfly 
competition will be Ron 
Hinaldi and Stein Bergby 
Swimming the breast stroke 
along with Williams are Roy 
Wright and Bill Wittenmyer. 
This is the same crew as 
last year in this event." said 
Stubbs "They were good last 
year, so we're expecting quite 
a bit from them (his year." 
"Our biggesl question mark 
right now is our backstroke." 
he added "We have a couple 
of good freshmen in Bill 
Bradburn and Jeff Deeren bu( 
they're young and they have to 
prove themselves in college 
competition." 
The divers will be led by 
Wayne Chester who. 
according to Stubbs. has (he 
ability to place in the 
conference.  
doesn't think Norbo will be 
able to get down to his former 
weight so the 177 lb class 
should be a wide open race 
among an inexperienced field. 
So the dean of the MAC 
coaches, 17 years as Falcon 
head coach, will have those 
concerns, plus the overall 
aspect of two seniors and no 
juniors likely to start, facing 
him (his season. 
Senior letterman Mark 
Contos will open at 118. Pis 
back-up will be freshman Ed 
Knecht 
AL WOMACK. who Bellard 
thinks is one of the most 
improved people on the squad, 
should start at 126. The senior 
letterman's replacement 
appears to be freshman Tim 
Carnaghan. 
While Arko. a sophomore 
letterman. is out. Bellard 
expects a three-way fight al 
134. Senior Randy Breit, twice 
an intramural champion, 
junior Joe Finneran and fresh- 
man Tom O'Neal are com- 
peting for the position until 
Arko returns. 
Doug Anderson, a sopho- 
more, didn't wrestle varsity 
last year but Bellard thinks he 
has great possibilities at 142 
Dennis Mateyka, a transfer 
league champion from Adrian 
College, is the number two 
man. 
Dennis O'Neil, last year's 
142. moved up to 150 this sea- 
son in his second year of 
competition. The letterman 
will be backed by two-time 
letterman Dick Munz. a 
senior, and Gale Williams, a 
freshman. 
Sophomore letterman Steve 
Taylor also went up a weight 
class to 158. Freshman Mike 
Kallai is his main competi- 
tion. 
"STEVE'S COME back 
from a broken hand." said 
Bellard. "He's not fully ready 
for Saturday's meet but he's 
the best we have at 158." 
Freshman Mike Metting 
may assume the 167 position. 
Sophomore Brian Russell and 
freshman Dave Nieset could 
also see action 
Freshman Mike Schmitz is 
the only candidate at 177. To 
keep Schmitz from getting 
overconfident. Bellard 
warned that "some 167 guys 
may move up and challenge 
him at 177." 
Norbo's new-found weight 
will enable him to open the 
season Saturday at 190, but it. 
could put him on the bench in 
January That's when Dave 
Wolfe, like Norbo a sopho- 
more letterman. returns after 
a bout wilh tonsillitis Wolfe 
was team MVP in his first 
year as a Falcon 
SOPHOMORE John Jaquot 
and freshman Steve Sova will 
battle it out for the heavy- 
weight spot vacated by Tom 
Pall Pall was the regular last 
year as a freshman but 
decided to pass up the winter 
sport Jaquot appears to be 
Pall's heir apparent. 
Bellard sees the overall 
schedule as being "real 
tough" with "every team 
improved." The Falcon 
mentor picks defending 
champ Ol' as the early favor- 
ite and Western Michigan 
second Pe envisions Toledo. 
BG and Miami fighting for 
third and Kenl bringing up the 
rear. 
WKi^nntyLDWhii. 
Guard Al Ruts (30) heads toward the Falcon bench during the 
ExCltomenf     final *ec°rid"» of last year's Bowling Green-Dayton clash at 
Andersen Arena. The Hyert won the contest, 72-70, on John 
letter's lasl second field goal. 
DOMINOS 
352-5221 
Congratulations To The Newly Elected 
Officers of Sigma Nu; 
Commander 
Lt. Commander 
Treasurer 
Sec/Recorder 
Marshall 
Historian 
Chaplain 
Sentinels 
Ath. Ch. 
Steward 
Rush Ch. 
Social Ch. 
House Mg. 
Dave Osmun 
Randy Barth 
Dick Schultz 
Bill Kuilder 
Tom McDonald 
Randy Stenhouse 
Tom Rohr 
Jeff Sherman/Paul Haines 
Bruce Brancheau 
Eric Smock 
Denny Petine/AI Becker 
Danny Pom pa  Bill Kuilder 
Rick Stinchcomb/AI Becker 
AND THANKS TO THE OUT GOING 
OFFICERS FOR A JOB WELL DONE! 
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA 
Sunday, Dec. 12-8 P.M. 
Alice Cooper 
WITH HIS All NEW SHOW 
PIUS 
TEAGARDEN-VANWINKLE 
MMg 
BOB SEGER - J0NATH0N ROUND 
3 Acts - Ml 3 Hour Show 
Tri.li S« SO Mnoct S5 SO n doo> ■ 
ADAM'S NEEDLE or Ml Order. Sports Arena 
THE BROTHERS 
OF 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
WISH TO CONGRATULATE ITS NEW OFFICERS: 
President 
Executive Vice-President 
Administrative Vice-President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Sergeant at Arms 
House Guide 
Dan Fladung 
Mike Stamas 
Don Bloom 
Rob Mottice 
Dave Broad hurst 
Scott Bietry 
Pete Berry 
